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Poor Mary Ann wal positively
sick of it. From morning till
night her mistress bullied herr
accusing her of wilful extrava-
gance and other domestic- - crimes.

For weeks M. A. bore the ac-

cusations heroically; but the
breaking point came eventually,
when she didn't care a hang what
happened. In this spirit she ap-

proached her mistress, and sol-

emnly reported that the coal cel-

lar was bare.
"Just like you!" nagged 'the

missus. "I don't know what you
do with the coals! You must eat
them!"

An hour or two later Mary
Ann had to make it known in the
land that there were no more can-
dle? in the store.

"Candles gone!" snapped the
qld lady irritably. "Why, I bought
half a pound less than a month
ago!"

"Yes, ma'im," rejoined the
maid of all work tartly; "but I ate
them, so that I could swallow the
coal more easily!"
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A Dangerous Dodge
Mudge I'll take those pictures

if they are done.
Photographer Yes, sir. You

understand, of course, that we do
not deliver pictures until they" are
paid for?

Mudge What? Why, when I
sat for them you told me I 'might
pay whenever I chose.

Photographer Yes, but that
was merely to make you look
pleasant
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PAD SOME BILL
A farmer removed a

to the He was making I

himself useful putting the
tures, when he unfortunately-droy- e

a through the gas pipe
which, of course, caused a leak-
age which he endeavored to sto
without avail.
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So he Went to the gas office an
reported the matter, ther
Following conversation occurred

Gas Clerk I suppose you have
turned the gas off at the meter? X

Farmer I not
Gas Clerk Well, you must br
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Farmer haven t turned ltJ--r

off, but I put a bucket underneath;
the hole.
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